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a b s t r a c t 

We have analyzed the complete archive of the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) data in 

order to monitor and analyze the evolution of the clouds and haze coverage at both poles of Titan dur- 

ing the entire Cassini mission. Our objective is to give a cartographic synopsis from a VIMS perspective, 

to provide a global view of the seasonal evolution of Titan’s atmosphere over the poles. We leave the 

detailed comparison with the Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) and the Composite Infrared Spectrometer 

(CIRS) data sets to further studies. We have computed global hyperspectral mosaics for each of the 127 

targeted flybys of Titan to produce synthetic color maps emphasizing the main atmospheric features. The 

north pole appears fully covered by a huge cloud as soon as the first observations in 2004 and up to 

the equinox in 2009 (Le Mouélic et al., 2012). The northern skies then became progressively clearer, after 

the circulation turnover in 2009, revealing the underlying lakes and seas to the optical instruments up 

to 2017. The reverse situation is observed over the south pole, which was mostly clear of such a high 

obscuring cloud during the first years of the mission, but started to develop a polar cloud in 2012. This 

feature grew up month after month until the end of the mission in 2017, with a poleward latitudinal 

extent of 75 °S in 2013 up to 58 °S in April 2017. Thanks to the spectral capabilities of VIMS, we have 

detected HCN spectral signatures over the north pole in almost all flybys between 2004 and 2008. These 

HCN signatures started then to show up over the south pole in almost all flybys between 2012 and 2017, 

so perfectly matching the timing and spatial extent of the northern and southern polar atmospheric fea- 

tures. 

© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The Cassini spacecraft entered in Saturn’s orbit in July 2004.

n thirteen years of operations, 127 targeted flybys of Titan, the

iggest satellite of Saturn, have been performed. Titan is one of

he most intriguing planetary bodies in the solar system, with
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 dense nitrogenous atmosphere and thick layers of atmospheric

erosols which completely mask the surface at visible wavelengths.

e focus our study on the analysis of the global Cassini/VIMS

Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) data set acquired be-

ween 2004 and 2017, with a particular emphasis on the atmo-

pheric polar features. The objective is to document the seasonal

ehavior of photochemical haze and the formation and evolution

f clouds in the winter polar vortex. Convective methane clouds

ave generally been observed at 40 °S and at the pole in the sum-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2018.04.028
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mer hemisphere, in addition to a global subsiding ethane cloud in

the winter hemisphere ( Griffith et al., 2006 ; Hirtzig et al., 2006 ;

Rannou et al., 2006 ; Rodriguez et al., 2011 ). First evidences for

a vast ethane cloud covering the north pole have been reported

as early as the second targeted flyby of Titan in December 2004

( Griffith et al., 2006 ). The first detailed imaging of this north po-

lar feature with VIMS was obtained in December 2006, thanks to

a change in inclination of the spacecraft orbit ( Le Mouélic et al.,

2012 ). During the first years of the mission, the northern lakes and

seas that were not in winter night, were totally masked to the op-

tical instruments by thick haze and clouds, whereas the surface of

the southern polar regions was well illuminated and clearly visible

in the methane windows ( Porco et al., 2005 ; Barnes et al., 2009 ;

Turtle et al., 2009 ). Subsequent flybys revealed that the north po-

lar atmospheric feature was progressively vanishing around the

equinox in 2009 ( Rodriguez et al., 2009 , 2011 ; Brown et al., 2010 ;

Le Mouélic et al., 2012 ), consistently with the results of Global Cir-

culation Models ( Rannou et al., 2006 ). It revealed progressively the

underlying lakes to the ISS (Imaging Science Subsystem) and VIMS

instruments ( Turtle et al., 2011 ; Barnes et al., 2011 ). Over the south

pole, a high altitude cloud appeared in VIMS and ISS images ac-

quired in May 2012 ( de Kok et al., 2014 ; West et al., 2016 ), within

which condensates of HCN were identified ( de Kok et al., 2014 ;

Teanby et al., 2017 ). 

In this study, we have computed individual global maps of the

north and south poles for each targeted flyby of Titan, using VIMS

wavelengths sensitive both to clouds and surface features. This al-

lows a more complete and detailed monitoring of the evolution of

the north polar cloud than was done before by using a selection of

individual flybys only ( Le Mouélic et al., 2012 ). This study largely

extends the time period of the monitoring, from 2004 to 2017. It

also provides a detailed investigation of what has been acting over

the south pole from the beginning up to the end of the Cassini

mission. In the first section, we describe the data processing that

we have performed on the global VIMS archive. The second sec-

tion focuses on the evolution of the north polar features, from the

first observations of the vast global cloud to its complete dissipa-

tion. The third section presents the concomitant evolution over the

south pole. The fourth section discusses the spectral detection of

the HCN at both poles, before concluding. 

2. Data processing 

During 13 years of operation, VIMS has acquired more than

60,0 0 0 hyperspectral data cubes of Titan. The general description

of the VIMS instrument can be found in Brown et al. (2004) . The

VIMS IR part of the instrument acquires individual images up to

64 × 64 pixels, with a 256 wavelengths spectrum between 0.88 and

5.10 μm for each pixel. We applied the standard radiometric cali-

bration pipeline described in Barnes et al. (2007) , and further re-

fined by Clark et al. (2018) , labeled RC19. Within all the VIMS ob-

servations of Titan, we have systematically analyzed all the cubes

covering the two polar regions taken between the T0 (2 July 2004)

and T126 (17 May 2017) flybys. The surface of Titan can be ob-

served through seven infrared methane windows at 1.08, 1.27, 1.59,

2.01, 2.69, 2.78 and 5 μm ( Sotin et al., 2005 ). However, it should

be pointed out that the surface feature observations contain por-

tions of the atmosphere even within these methane windows due

to opacity. 

In a first step, we have computed for each Titan flyby a global

mosaic of all the individual VIMS cubes, after sorting the cubes by

increasing spatial resolution. A visual inspection has been carried

out to remove spurious individual images affected by calibration

issues or too extreme observing geometries. These mosaics have

then been projected using an orthographic projection centered on

the north and south poles. It should be noted that when the view-
ng direction is not straight over the pole, the clouds at different

ltitudes might appear slightly shifted compared to the surface. In

rder to extract the relevant information from this set of hyper-

pectral mosaics, we computed two series of RGB false color com-

osites, which have been designed to catch both atmospheric and

urface features. The dynamic of the color stretch is the same for

ll the images throughout the mission, so that all the maps can

e compared with each other. Our first color composite is similar

o the one used in the Le Mouélic et al. (2012) study of the north

olar region, with the red corresponding to the average of 14 spec-

ral channels between 4.88 and 5.10 μm, the green to the 2.78 μm

hannel and the blue to the average of five spectral channels be-

ween 2.00 and 2.06 μm (pink, light green and light blue bars in

he spectrum of Fig. 1 a and corresponding image in Fig. 1 b). The

orthern and southern polar atmospheric data also display a par-

icularly bright and diagnostic spectral signal at 4.78 μm related to

he presence of condensed (solid or liquid) HCN ( Clark et al., 2010 ;

e Kok et al., 2014 ). We therefore computed a second set of RGB

omposites with the red controlled by the 4.78 μm channel, the

reen by the 2.89 μm channel and the blue by the 2.01 μm channel

red, green and blue bars in the spectrum of Fig. 1 a and corre-

ponding image in Fig. 1 c). This second set of maps is designed

o catch the presence of the condensed HCN component, which

ould appear with a dominance of reddish tone, and its evolution

ith time. This will be discussed latter in the paper. 

. Temporal evolution of the north polar atmospheric features 

uring 13 years: from a “mammoth cloud” to clear skies 

Fig. 2 shows the complete set of flybys’ mosaics orthographi-

ally re-projected over the north pole, using the second RGB com-

osite emphasizing the 4.78 μm spectral feature. Observations were

cquired at varying observing geometries and spatial resolutions,

epending on both orbital constraints and instrument time al-

ocation during each flyby. This figure illustrates the time evo-

ution of the observed features, independently of the illumina-

ion/acquisition geometries and the quality of the available data.

e decided to use the same color stretch, with the same thresh-

lds, to display all the images, so that they can be directly com-

ared with each other. This complete set of re-projected mosaics

llowed us to select the images representative of the main evolu-

ion stages of the clouds structures. 

Fig. 3 displays a selection of representative mosaics over the

orth pole from T0 to T126. We choose to display these mo-

aics using the color composite with red = 5 μm, green = 2.78 μm

nd blue = 2.0 μm, showing more finely the seasonal evolution of

he polar haze cap opacity and enhancing the surface features

hen distinguishable. This northern area was partly in the polar

ight during the northern winter, from October 2002 to August

009. The north polar cloud is detected very early in the mission

 Griffith et al., 2006 ), as shown also on our Tb mosaic (Decem-

er 2004) in the upper left view in Fig. 3 . One can distinguish in

reenish tones the outer boundary limit of the most opaque part

f the haze which extends up to about 45–50 °N ( Rannou et al.,

012 ). The core of the cloudy structure begins poleward of 70 °N
distinguishable in orange), but is not entirely visible due to the

olar night. The same feature can be seen in the T10 mosaic (15

anuary 2006), indicating that the structure of the cloud is only

lowly varying in this period of time. The new observation geome-

ry at T23 offers a vision of the polar cloud with a better contrast,

hanks to a change in inclination of Cassini’s orbit and lower emer-

ence angles. For the first time, we can distinguish subtle longitu-

inal heterogeneities within the north polar cloud. 

A slight thinning of the cloudy and hazy structure is observed

ear the north pole between T38 (5 December 2007) and T46 (3

ovember 2008). The most obvious start of the cloud breakdown
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Fig. 1. (a) Typical VIMS spectrum taken in northern latitudes, with colored bars 

indicating the wavelengths used for the RGB composites. (b) and (c): examples of 

an RGB mosaic of all VIMS data acquired during the T91 flyby (23 May 2013), using 

an orthographic projection centered on the south pole. The second RGB composition 

(c) is specifically designed to identify the condensed HCN cloud extension (see text). 

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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s  
s emphasized in the T51 flyby of March 27, 2009, due to favorable

bserving conditions. The inner part of the cloud clearly starts to

issipate and reveals the underlying lakes, leaving only an outer

ing. This structure continues to vanish progressively, and in June

010 (T69, almost a year after the equinox), only a small residual

an be detected right above the illuminated north pole. This con-

rms the trend that was suspected in Le Mouélic et al. (2012) using

n analysis of flybys up to T56 only. Then, as shown in April 2013

T90), September 2013 (T94), April 2014 (T100) and August 2014

T104), VIMS started to acquire a series of its best mosaics of the

unlit north polar region, where surface features such as lakes and

eas ( Sotin et al., 2012 ), and bright evaporitic deposits ( MacKenzie

t al., 2014 ) show up thanks to the cleared atmosphere and a bet-

er geometry of illumination. After the dissipation of the northern

loud, the geometry of several flybys allow the recording of spec-

lar reflection events, from which relevant information about the

tmospheric transmission ( Barnes et al., 2013 ) or possible surface

aves ( Barnes et al., 2014 ) can be retrieved. A striking example

f these reflections is visible on the T104 flyby (August 2014) in

ig. 3 , just over Kraken Mare. Finally, sporadic methane cloud ac-

ivity, probably convective in nature (at the difference of the vast

olar cloud described earlier) and symptomatic of the start of sum-

er cloud activity at the northern polar region, then starts again

o show up in the last series of flybys, as seen for example on the

ast targeted T126 flyby (April 2017) showing well defined elon-

ated clouds between 52 ° and 58 ° N. 

. Temporal evolution over the south pole 

Similarly to the survey performed on the north, Fig. 4 displays

he full set of re-projected orthographic mosaics from T0 to T126

ver the south pole. 

Fig. 5 presents a selection of mosaics over the south pole, taken

t the same time intervals as the ones shown for the north in

ig. 3 (with the exception of T100 which was replaced by T101),

nd with the same RGB color composite to allow inter-comparison

ith the Fig. 3 . The south pole was fully illuminated at the be-

inning of the Cassini mission in 2004 (southern summer). Major

loud events in this area had been previously reported from Earth-

ased observation campaigns since December 2001 ( Brown et al.,

002 ; Roe et al., 2002; Schaller et al., 2006 ), using the adaptive op-

ics (AO) system at the Gemini and Keck observatories. At the time

f Cassini arrival, outbursts of summer-type convective methane

louds were regularly observed over the pole during the early fly-

ys ( Rodriguez et al., 2009 , 2011 ; Turtle et al., 2009 , 2011 ), as

hown for example on the Tb image in Fig. 5 . A detailed detec-

ion of each individual cloud outburst can be found in Rodriguez

t al. (2009, 2011 ). Small localized outbursts were consistently de-

ected by VIMS up to December 2005, but these events appeared

rogressively dimmer and fainter. No clouds were observed be-

ween January (T10) and September 2006 (T18). The T23 mosaic

n Fig. 5 shows a particularly clear area with no particular feature.

xcept for some rare events in 2008, the convective methane cloud

ctivity over the south pole therefore ceased two years before the

quinox ( Rodriguez et al., 2011 ; Turtle et al., 2009 , 2011 ). The limit

f a diffuse but more opaque haze layer right over the pole starts

o be seen progressively in T46 (11 March 2008) and T51 (27 March

009), and more significantly on the T69 (5 June 2010) mosaic. It

hould be noted that VIMS targeted observations at very high spa-

ial resolutions during the closest approach phase at T38 and T51

llowed to observe Ontario Lacus through the still optically thin

aze ( Barnes et al., 2009 ; Cornet et al., 2012a, 2012 b). 

A major change over the south pole is observed with the onset

f a polar cloud that can be seen for example in the T90 and T94

IMS mosaics in Fig. 5 . We also provide in Fig. 6 and Table 1 a

election of the best un-projected VIMS single cube views of this
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Fig. 2. Systematic mapping of the north pole using all targeted Titan flybys from T0 (July 2004) to T126 (April 2017). Colors have been coded using the 4.78 μm, 2.89 μm, 

and 2.01 μm channels for the red, green and blue, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the cloud and haze using orthographic projections centered on the north pole. The dark spots seen in the T94 mosaic correspond to lakes and seas that 

appear after the dissipation of the north polar cloud and diminishing of the polar haze opacity. Images correspond to RGB composites with red = 〈 5 〉 μm, green = 2.78 μm 

and blue = 〈 2.0 〉 μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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loud, from its first detection at T83 and T84 (the two flybys used

n de Kok et al., 2014 ) up to the last targeted T126 flyby. 

This figure can serve as a catalog for those interested in going

eeper into the spectral analysis of this feature with VIMS on a

ube by cube basis. Table 1 shows the various differences in phase

ngle among the numerous observations. We see for example a
onstant increase in the phase angle from T092 (87 °) up to T099

141 °), which corresponds to less and less favorable observing con-

itions of the south cloud. Starting at T101 and up to T126, the

hase angle stays within the range 25 °–85 °, which results in more

onsistent views in the orthographic maps (see Fig. 4 ). These dif-
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Fig. 4. Systematic Mapping of the south pole using all targeted Titan flybys from T0 (July 2004) to T126 (April 2017). Colors have been coded using the 4.78 μm, 2.89 μm, 

and 2.01 μm channels for the red, green and blue respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Views of the south pole computed on the same flybys as in Fig. 3 , using the same color scheme and color stretch for comparison. The onset of the south polar cloud 

started at T83 (see also Fig. 6 ). It was then observed in all subsequent flybys. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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erent observing conditions could influence the respective amount

f forward and backward scattering seen in the images. 

The very first occurrence of the southern cloud right over the

imb is observed at T83 (22 May 2012, see arrow in the upper left

iew in Fig. 6 ), corresponding to the period where ISS also discov-

red the feature using high spatial resolution images ( West et al.,

016 ). It is then consistently seen at each flyby, as shown by the
eddish tones in the mosaics in Fig. 4 , the selection of maps repro-

uced in Fig. 5 and raw unprojected views ( Fig. 6 ). A simple ge-

metric consideration using the surface curvature at T83 and T84

ndicates that the observed cloud over the south pole is at an alti-

ude of 300 ± 70 km above the surface. This is consistent with the

00 ± 10 km found by West et al. (2016) using ISS images. We also

ote that month after month, the spatial coverage of the cloud in-
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Fig. 6. Selection of the most detailed VIMS individual cubes showing the southern cloud. Images are shown in their raw geometry of acquisition. Titan flyby numbers and 

cube labels are indicated to facilitate their identification for future dedicated studies. 
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Table 1 

List of the most detailed VIMS single cubes of the southern polar cloud, 

shown in Fig. 6 . 

Flyby number Date Cube ID Phase angle ( °) 

T083 05/22/2012 CM_1716376278 22 

T084 06/06/2012 CM_1717754 4 46 27 

T085 07/24/2012 CM_1721887234 36 

T086 09/26/2012 CM_1727402425 46 

T087 11/13/2012 CM_1731529002 52 

T088 11/29/2012 CM_1732906961 60 

T089 02/17/2013 CM_1739806001 67 

T090 04/05/2013 CM_1743912473 72 

T091 05/23/2013 CM_1748047454 78 

T092 07/10/2013 CM_1752183474 87 

CM_1752181573 87 

T093 07/26/2013 CM_1753567720 91 

CM_1753566897 92 

T094 09/12/2013 CM_1757693336 100 

CM_1757692096 100 

T095 10/14/2013 CM_1760451044 109 

T096 12/01/2013 CM_1764585543 116 

T097 01/01/2014 CM_1767334262 124 

T099 03/06/2014 CM_1772862163 141 

T101 05/17/2014 CM_1778991283 66 

T102 06/18/2014 CM_1781758518 74 

T103 07/20/2014 CM_1784535354 85 

T104 08/21/2014 CM_1787278537 82 

T105 09/22/2014 CM_1790022761 73 

T106 10/24/2014 CM_1792795376 64 

T107 12/10/2014 CM_1796911464 58 

T108 01/11/2015 CM_1799687272 50 

T109 02/12/2015 CM_1802425388 44 

T110 03/16/2015 CM_1805194611 37 

T111 05/07/2015 CM_1809717999 67 

T112 07/07/2015 CM_1814916430 25 

T116 02/01/2016 CM_1832962520 29 

T119 05/06/2016 CM_1841212964 53 

T120 06/07/2016 CM_1843982864 61 

T121 07/25/2016 CM_1848104160 66 

T123 09/27/2016 CM_1853614331 68 

T124 11/14/2016 CM_1857746395 68 

T125 11/29/2016 CM_1859128959 67 

T126 04/22/2017 CM_1871501544 71 
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reases. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which displays a selection of

ooms over the south pole. We see a latitudinal limit starting at

5 °S in the early stages in 2013, and extending progressively to

8 °S in 2014, to 60 °S mid-June 2016, to finally reach ∼58 °S in

pril 2017. This limit is close to the one observed on the north po-

ar cloud at the beginning of the Cassini mission. 

. Temporal evolution of the HCN spectral signatures over the 

wo poles 

The development of a cloud of HCN during northern winter has

een suspected since the Voyager flyby (e.g. Coustenis et al., 1999 ;

amuelson et al., 2007 ; Anderson et al., 2010 ). The first mention of

 detection of condensed HCN signatures with VIMS on the north

olar cloud was made by Clark et al. (2010). We have used our

ew set of global mosaics to refine this detection, and to systemat-

cally search for such spectral features on both poles in all targeted

ybys. Fig. 8 a presents a comparison of a typical VIMS spectrum

aken within the northern cloud (red curve) and a VIMS spectrum

aken outside of the cloud (black curve), during the Tb observa-

ion in December 2004. The main difference is the presence of two

iagnostic peaks at 3.21 and 4.78 μm, which are indicative of the

resence of either solid or liquid HCN (Clark et al., 2010). 

It is interesting to see that this spectral signature, which ap-

ears as an orange-reddish tint in all the mosaics shown in Figs. 2 ,

 and 7 can be tracked down on the north from the beginning

f the mission up to the T42–T45 flybys. The growing south polar
loud exhibits similar spectral signatures, as was first reported by

e Kok et al. (2014) using two flybys in May and June 2012. Fig. 8 b

hows a comparison between two VIMS spectra taken within and

utside the southern vortex at T91, where the HCN diagnostic peak

s also clearly detected. 

We have then used the height of the 4.78 μm peak as a spectral

riterion to systematically identify with VIMS the condensed HCN

ignature at both poles in all flybys. Fig. 9 shows a summary of

ll the detections which have been obtained from our set of global

yperspectral mosaics. It shows the extension in latitude, averaged

ver all longitudes, of the areas where the 4.78 μm peak is 12 times

tronger than the typical noise (sigma), evaluated using the 4.0–

.78 μm more neutral spectral range. We chose a threshold of 12

igma to be very conservative, with the same value in all flybys

o allow the comparison. The condensed HCN detections appear in

lue in Fig. 9 . The black zones corresponds to the areas which were

ot observed by VIMS. This systematic spectral study confirms the

isual analysis made from the color trends in orthographic mosaics

n Figs. 2 , 4 , and 7 , with a systematic presence of condensed HCN

etected in the north from 2004 to 2008 and then an apparition

f condensed HCN signatures in the south between 2012 and 2017.

he general latitudinal retreat for the northern hemisphere and the

xtension for the southern hemisphere also appear in this HCN sig-

ature evolution. A detailed comparison with the detections made

y other more sensitive instruments such as CIRS could be envis-

ged in further studies, but this falls beyond the scope of this pa-

er. 

The presence of HCN particles within the clouds, together with

emperature determinations from mid-infrared observations, pro- 

ides constrains on the cooling of Titan’s atmosphere inside the

inter polar vortex. De Kok et al. (2014) noted how far out of

hermochemical equilibrium the southern polar HCN cloud appar-

ntly was, and concluded that the post-equinox cooling at the win-

er pole seems to be much more efficient than previously thought.

he detailed study of the thermochemical condition in the south-

rn pole at equinox involves the interplay of several climate com-

onents: dynamics, thermo and photochemistry, microphysics and

adiative transfer. Circulation was feeding the north pole with

erosols and gases before the equinox. After 2009 (equinox) the

irculation started to reverse, and in about three years, it reached

 state where it was feeding the south polar region. Teanby et al.

2017) evaluated the role of each component during this period

nd suggested that the cooling was primarily triggered by the ex-

reme accumulation of trace gas species in the southern polar re-

ion, during the seasonal reversal that increased the atmosphere IR

ooling efficiency. It occurred that this radiative cooling was even

tronger than the adiabatic heating due to descending circulation

nd produced a rapid and strong cooling of the atmosphere. This

urther triggered a chain of events (condensation of species includ-

ng HCN, removal of species, return to a normal situation) in a pe-

iod of rapid seasonal change (polar illumination and circulation

urnover). This excursion out of equilibrium was a transient event

nd could only concern the south pole where species and aerosols

tarted to accumulate. On other hand, the clouds observed at the

orth pole come from a steady state condition (20 04–20 09) which

radually changed and drove to the gradual disappearance of the

louds when the north polar region was no more fed by circu-

ation. To go one step further with VIMS into this issue of ther-

ochemical equilibrium over the course of the Cassini mission,

 more comprehensive temporal comparison with other data sets

uch as CIRS, which provides additional constrains on temperature

rofiles, would be needed, in addition to radiative transfer model-

ng to retrieve the altitude of the HCN cloud over time. This com-

arison is left for further studies. 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the cloud over the south pole. The extent in latitude ranges from 75 °S in the first stages in 2013 up to 58 °S near the end of the mission in 2017. Colors 

correspond to R = 4.78 μm, G = 2.78 μm, B = 2.01 μm. A reddish tone indicates a potential HCN component. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of VIMS spectra acquired within (red) and outside (black) the north polar cloud at Tb in December 2004 (up) and at T91 in May 2013 (bottom). One of 

the main differences is the presence of two diagnostic peaks at 3.21 μm and 4.78 μm indicating the presence of HCN. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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. Conclusion 

We have performed a complete analysis of the VIMS global

rchive to compute hyperspectral maps for each targeted flyby of

itan from T0 in July 2004 to T126 in April 2017. Using false color

omposites, we were able to illustrate the temporal changes which

ccurred at both poles of Titan during the entire Cassini mission.

 summary of the observations is provided in Fig. 10 . 

Global changes in polar cloud coverage have been observed in

itan’s atmosphere and stratosphere. They are linked to the rever-

al of the main circulation cell which occurred around the equinox

n 2009. With the complete disappearance of the north polar cloud

fter 2009, which is consistent with the seasonal change of cir-

ulation predicted by the GCM used in Rannou et al. (2006) , one

f the most striking seasonal changes observed is the progressive
nset of a polar cloud over the south pole, which started to ap-

ear in VIMS images in May 2012. We were able to detect a con-

istent condensed HCN spectral signature over the north pole in

ost of the flybys from 2004 to 2008, and then at the south pole

n flybys from 2012 to 2017. Provided that the north and south be-

ave symmetrically with time, the situation we have been witness-

ng in the south since 2012 occurred around 1998 in the north,

hen Cassini just started its seven years cruise to Saturn, and

ill occur again around 2028. The evolution at the south pole

ight therefore represent an early stage of what has been ob-

erved by Cassini in the north during the first Titan flybys. We

ote that no cloud at 300 km was detected in the northern po-

ar region. The HCN in the north should be located in a cloud at

ower altitude before 2009. It could be part of the cloud at 60 km

bserved by Griffith et al. (2006) and Le Mouélic et al. (2012) .
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Fig. 9. Spectral detection (in blue) of the 4.78 μm condensed HCN peak with VIMS during all targeted Titan flybys from 2004 to 2017. HCN Spectral features are found over 

the north pole between 2004 and 2008, and then appear over the south pole from 2012 to 2017. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Summary of the cloud mapping at both poles during the Cassini mission. 
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It should also be noted that another thin layer of scatterers ex-

ists above this main cloud, around 100 ± 20 km, as shown by Ran-

nou et al. (2012). In any case, we may conclude that the HCN

south polar cloud observed at 300 km, in 2012, and the HCN in

a putative north pole cloud at lower altitude before 2009 are

the end members of the HCN cloud cycle. Further studies us-

ing detailed radiative transfer and photometric models would be

needed in order to quantitatively characterize the altitude where

HCN particles are located, together with their amount and size.

This would allow to capture the subtle differences and similari-

ties between the two polar clouds. Such information would be cru-

cial to better understand Titan’s climate and would be valuable to

constrain Global Climate Model with cloud microphysics. Cassini

has been able to follow the seasonal changes during almost half

a Titan year. After the end of Cassini in September 2017, some

limited monitoring might still be possible using the forthcoming

James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and the European Extremely

Large Telescope (E-ELT), waiting for the arrival of a new dedicated

spacecraft. 
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